
Unit 5                                                 Tribunals 

 

1 Pre-reading activity 

 

1 What is your immediate association when you hear the word tribunal? 

2 If you were dismissed unfairly, what steps could you possibly take? 

 

2 Reading for gist 

Skim the following analysis and decide whether these statements are true or false: 

 

1 Does this case concern an unconditional discharge? 

2 Did MHRT direct it? 

3 Did the secretary of state (home secretary) decide to make a fresh referral? 

4 Did the High Court grant C’s application for review? 

5 Was the availability of statement of needs the crucial point? 

6 Were there mixed opinions on the release? 

7 Was the appeal upheld? 

 

3 Close reading 

Read the article once again and answer the following questions: 

 

1 What did the home secretary decide to do? 

2 Where did C appeal? 

5 Where was C detained? 

6 When did he apply for discharge? 

7 Was “needs statement” available to MHRT at its decision-making? 

8 What previous decision was relevant to the outcome of this case? 

9 What sources of law were mentioned in this context? Was their compatibility a 

problem? 

10 How did the Court of Appeal view the fresh referral ordered by the home secretary?   

11 What should have been the proper procedure according to the Court´s holding? 

 

4  Text  

A decision by the home secretary to make a fresh referral to a mental health review 

tribunal (MHRT) in respect of its decision to discharge a restricted patient conditionally 

was unlawful. A MHRT's decision to direct a conditional discharge was provisional, and 

the correct course was for the secretary of state to have invited the MHRT to reconsider 

the decision, taking into account an additional report that should have been before it 

when the decision was originally made. 

The secretary of state appealed against a High Court decision granting C's application for 

judicial review of a decision to refer back to a MHRT a decision to discharge C 

conditionally. 

C was detained at Broadmoor as a restricted patient. In November 1999, he applied for 

discharge, but his responsible medical officer concluded that C was not yet ready for a 



conditional discharge. However, a senior social worker produced a report supporting a 

conditional discharge order. A second social worker produced a statement of C's needs 

that concluded that, in order for C to be released, he would require a supervising 

psychiatrist in the community. The statement of C's needs was not made available to the 

MHRT, which determined that C should be conditionally discharged but that the 

discharge should be deferred until satisfactory arrangements had been made to meet 

certain conditions, including access to such psychiatric treatment that C might need, but 

not including that C should be supervised by a psychiatrist, as set out in the statement of 

needs. 

The second social worker informed the MHRT that her assessment had not been included 

in the papers considered by the MHRT, and the home secretary referred the case back to 

the MHRT under section 71(1) of the Mental Health Act 1983 (MHA) on the ground that 

the MHRT might have been misled by not having all the documents before it when 

making its decision. The high court had held that the home secretary had not addressed 

satisfactorily the question of whether or not the inclusion of the omitted report would 

have affected the result of the hearing. 

Dismissing the appeal, the Court of Appeal held: 

1. The court of appeal decision in R.v Secretary of State for the Home Department & 

Another, ex parte IH (2002) EWCA Civ 646 was relevant to the outcome of this case. In 

that case, the court held that there were difficulties in reconciling past case law with 

Article 5(4) of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), and that it was 

necessary to interpret section 73 of the MHA in a way that was compatible with the 

ECHR. The MHRT decision to direct a conditional discharge was provisional, and if 

there was a change of circumstances or additional material to consider, the MHRT was 

able to reconsider its decision. 

2. Consequently, the home secretary should have invited the MHRT to reconsider its 

original decision, taking into account the additional report that should have been before it 

at the time of its original decision. He was not justified in making a fresh referral. 

3. His decision to make a fresh referral was unlawful and would be quashed. 

Comment: This consolidates the case heard immediately before this one, R. v The Home 

Secretary & Secretary of State for Health, ex parte IH & Mental Health Review Tribunal, 

Nottinghamshire NHS Trust & C in which C had been an interested party. That case laid 

down guidelines for MHRTs to consider when looking at whether a patient might be 

suitable for a discharge with conditions. Now it is clear that the home secretary should 

not make fresh referrals if he finds out that there has been a failure to provide complete 

information to a MHRT. Instead he should instead invite the MHRT to reconsider its 

decision in the light of the information it should have had. 

Bernadette Livesey, Human Rights Solicitor 

 

5 Legal brief 

 



Tribunals are an important part of the UK justice system, handling more cases each year 

than the ordinary civil courts , many involving the most vulnerable people in the society.  

Tribunals handle cases concerning social security, employment, mental health, 

immigration etc. 

The tribunal system of the United Kingdom is part of the national system of 

administrative justice with tribunals classed as non-departmental public bodies (NDPBs). 

Though it has grown up on an ad hoc basis since the beginning of the twentieth century, 

in 2007 reforms were put in place to build a unified system with recognized judicial 

authority, routes of appeal and regulatory supervision (the Tribunals, Courts and 

Enforcement Act 2007) . In 2006 the Tribunals Service was created serving as executive 

agency to manage and administer tribunals.  

 

6 Exercises 

When doing the exercises always consider the CONTEXT of this unit! 

 

1 Match the following columns: 

 

1 to invite     a reconsideration 

2 to reconsider    b decision 

3 to refer back to   c tribunal 

4 to defer     d an execution  

5 to supervise     e a patient 

6 to address                              f a question 

7 to dismiss                              g an appeal 

8 to reconcile                            h contrary rules 

9 to omit                                   i a report 

10 to be subject to                    j review 

11 to lodge                                k claims 

12 to defend                              l a complaint 

13 to bring before                     m tribunal 

14 to broker                              n a settlement 

 

 

2 Find synonyms to the words used in the preceding text and RS: 

 

nouns                                            verbs                                            adjectives 

 

review                                           to grant                                         provisional 

referral                                          to detain                                       restricted   

secretary                                       to produce                                    supervising 

assessment                                    to meet                                         omitted 

section                                          to set out                                       relevant    

ground                                          to set up                                           

to mislead                                     compatible 

inclusion                                      to dismiss                                       fresh 

tribunal                                        to lodge                                          substantial 



guidance                                      to defend                                        involved 

respondent                                   to resolve                                       inferior 

agency                                         to broker                                        superior 

                                                    to withdraw                                    lay  

                                                    to be born by                                    

                                                    to be at cost 

                                                    to address 

 

3 Create meaningful antonyms: 

 

inclusion                                      to charge                                           lawful                  

invitation                                     to detain                                            provisional 

respondent                                   to withdraw                                       correct                                     

growth                                          to employ                                         additional 

importance                                   to cover                                            omitted 

                                                                                                              relevant 

                                                                                                              deferred 

                                                                                                              fair 

                                                                                                              qualified 

                                  

 

4 Use the following words to fill in the gaps; be careful, one expression is redundant: 

 

secretary of state, access to treatment, to discharge, European Convention on Human 

Rights, to require supervision, to meet conditions, to address a question,  fresh referral 

 

 His current mental state obviously ………………. . 

 The ……………..moved for fresh referral of the pertinent case. 

 All the negotiated ………….have been …...... . 

 The decision on …………… was deferred. 

 Unfortunately, this section is not compatible with the …………. . 

 The secretary unsatisfactorily ………………… of omitted report.  

     

rights and obligations, to withdraw a claim, to defend a complaint, to enjoy protection, 

practical expertise, tax revenue, hearing accommodation 

 

As the settlement has been brokered, our client decided …………………. . 

The alleged Act sets up .................. of both parties under such circumstances. 

We decided not to …………… and seek an out-of-court-settlement. 

The tribunals enjoy equal administrative support, e.g.  ………………, as the ordinary 

courts. 

Legal representation is not paid from ………… .  

The lay members of the panel usually have special …………… in the field in question.      

 

5 Fill in the proper prepositions: 

 



 The attorney …….. the hearing requested remedy …….. section 7. 

 The court ruled ….. the grounds ……submitted evidence. 

 The appellant was detained …… Broadmoor as he set it …….. his petition. 

 The chair was misled …..not having the report ……. its disposal. 

 The guidelines have been laid …… so the two sources must be reconciled. 

 This claim suits ….. hearing. 

 The system …..  courts was set ……….. the Act. 

 The dispute was decided ……… the court ……. law. 

 We do not recognize any obligations ……… your client! 

 There was a significant growth ….. number …… claims reported. 

 The lawyers’ fees are …… the cost ….. a party involved. 

 Do not exaggerate and try to act …. a reasonable way, please. 

 This holding will be subject  …..  judicial review.  

 

 

9 Practice your translation skills 

 

1  Apelačný súd prijal podanie občana a rozhodol o bezodkladnom znovuprerokovani 

prípadu. 

2 Advokát sa odvolal na predchádzajúce rozhodnutie v podobnej veci. 

3 Požiadali sme o odloženie účinnosti rozsudku vo veci prepustenia na slobodu. 

4 Kto vypracoval správu o potrebách pacientov s obmedzenou spôsobilosťou?  

5 Vo svojej správe uvádzate, že ste boli zavádzaní nepravdivými údajmi. 

6 Kto určí rozsah zodpovednosti štátnych organov v podobných prípadoch, ak nie sud? 

7 Nepredložené skutočnosti mali významný dopad na výsledok pojednávania. 

8 Nezodpovedali ste dostatočne otázku lekárskeho dohľadu v prípade predčasného 

prepustenia vášho klienta.  

9 Sud považuje za nevyhnutne zosúladiť anglické a európske pravo v predmetnej veci 

ochrany verejnosti pred psychicky narušenými jedincami.   

10 Súdy so špeciálnou jurisdikciou sú v Anglicku podriadene všeobecným sudom a ich 

rozsudky podliehajú revízii všeobecných sudov. 

11 Senát takéhoto sudu sa skladá z predsedu a dvoch členov, ktorí sú laikmi v oblasti 

práva, ale odborníkmi v predmetnej oblasti.  

12 Pred takýmto sudom sa obe strany, navrhovateľ aj odporca , zvyčajne zastupujú sami. 

13 Poškodená strana sa rozhodla nepodať žalobu hneď, ale predložiť prípad sudu až keď 

sa vyjasnia otázky okolo poslednej vôle. 

14 V prípade neodôvodneného prepustenia zo zamestnania môže bývalý zamestnanec 

získať vysoké odškodné. 

15 Vaše neprimerané správanie znemožňuje dosiahnutie dohody vo veci stiahnutia 

žaloby. 

16 Náklady na konanie hradí štát z verejných zdrojov. 

17 Obe strany majú právo vypočuť svedkov protistrany a pokúsiť sa spochybniť ich 

svedectvo.  

 

10 Subject-matter comprehension check 



Use as much new vocabulary as possible from this unit, seminars and recommended 

sources to discuss: 

 

1 The functions of tribunals; current legislation governing their operation 

2 Types of tribunals 

3 Position of tribunals within the system of courts 

4 Composition of tribunals and procedure 

5 The court holding on conditional discharge originally heard and decided by MHRT 

 

11 Find an interesting case tried by a tribunal in the UK on the Internet or elsewhere and 

write a short analysis following the structure presented in the aforementioned article.      


